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‘Tis The Season: After
Open Enrollment, It’s
Time To Help Clients
Protect Their Income

W

ith another major medical health
insurance enrollment season coming to a close, the best time of the year is
coming up—after enrollment season! The
first quarter of the year is a great time to
review your client list and set up appointments to discuss disability insurance. It’s
so important for each of your clients to have
their income protected.
This is one of the best opportunities to
reach out to those clients that you may have
reconnected with when you have assisted
them with major medical health insurance.
Think about it, disability income insurance
is the perfect additional benefit for any
working client or group. What happens
when someone had to use their health
insurance? That person was either sick
or injured and needed medical assistance.
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Hopefully that person will get better quickly
and get right back to work. We do know,
though, that there are a percentage of people
that need extra time to recover from their
sickness or injury—sometimes months and
sometimes years. We also know that there
will be a percentage of these people that may
never recover.
Ask the questions to your clients. Does
your client know there is a policy that will
help to provide them an income for a period
of time while they can’t work? Many people
do not realize that this type of insurance
policy even exists. Some of your existing
clients are seeking you out for help with
major medical health insurance. These
clients have a concern that, if they end up
getting sick or injured, the medical bills can
become a financial strain. Next question:
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How long could a client miss work while
trying to recover from a health issue and
not have that missed time at work cause
a financial strain? For most people, they
can only last a few months if that. This
conversation of how long it can take to get
better and the possible financial strain is a
very natural extension of any conversation
about one’s health.
We all know that major medical health
insurance will not provide any disability
income payments to a policyholder. Major
medical health insurance is not disability
insurance. Therefore, when clients are
concerned about protecting themselves
and their families with health insurance,
you need to discuss with them the need for

disability income insurance as well.
Your clients, like most, have a lot of fixed
expenses that need to get paid every month.
Do the exercise of calculating your own
personal fixed expenses that need to be
paid every month. It’s amazing when you
put pen to paper and figure out that your
fixed expenses are $5,000, $7,500, or even
$10,000+ per month! Now imagine how
these expenses would increase if someone
needed medical care—and the expenses can
get even higher! These expenses have to
get paid, so with no income from working
people usually start a progression of liquidating assets to pay them.
The liquidation process usually starts
with the checking account and usually
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quickly moves to the savings account. The
process continues in various fashions until
eventually there may be nothing left to
liquidate. Now imagine if your client had
a disability insurance policy that started
to provide income after the elimination
period. Now your client can pay those
fixed expenses and they can make less
extreme lifestyle changes. They can have
the ability to concentrate on getting better
and should be able to sleep a little better at
night. Have you protected your income?
We find that advisors that buy disability
insurance can better explain to their clients
why this product is so important. What’s
your plan? 
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